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Recent cases could foreshadow
bad things for employers
Adam
BROWSER
New York Labor Law requires employers
to pay manual workers on a weekly basis.
Although this law has been on the books
in one form or another for over 100 years,
some businesses continue to ignore the
law and violate it by paying their manual
workers on a less frequent basis than
weekly. That needs to change.
Recent legal cases may be a harbinger of
a wave of litigation targeting employers,
similar to the wage and hour lawsuits that
bedevil many companies today. Those
employers who continue to ignore this
well-established law face potential, and
possibly costly, litigation.
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‘IF BUSINESSES PAY THEIR
MANUAL WORKERS BI-WEEKLY,
VERSUS WEEKLY, EVEN THOUGH
THE DAMAGES INCURRED...
ARE SMALL, IT IS A TECHNICAL
VIOLATION OF THE LABOR LAW....’
In that recent case, a former employee of

and hour violations.

A claim alleging

untimely payment is another avenue for an
employment lawyer to exploit. It provides
a separate basis for a claim that, while not
as potent as unpaid wages, is far simpler to
prove. For example, where the number of
hours an employee actually worked may be
a disputed issue of fact, the frequency of
payment should be irrefutable and easy to
prove.
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